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Slowing Economy Presents Opportunity for Branch Expansion
A few of the most distressed competitors are seeking to
dispose of unbuilt sites and/or underperforming branches.
Be sure to have your entire senior management group
networking in the community to find out if any competitors
are considering divesting current branches or future land bank
holdings. If a local competitor is known to be facing financial
difficulty, consider a direct CEO-to-CEO inquiry as to the
possibility of branch or land sales. Such a transaction could
benefit both institutions, while maintaining cordial intramarket competitor relationships.
In an environment where competitors aren’t building, every
new branch allows your institution to increase its outlet
share, not just keep pace. In the past five years, so many
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institutions have added branches that most branching just
kept your institution even with the competitors. But now,
as competitors defer expansion plans, any branches your
institution can add will create a distinct competitive advantage
and leave it better positioned than your rivals, when the
economy recovers.
The economic and financial environment has certainly
brought troubles to banks, thrifts, and credit unions of all
sizes and in all regions of the country. However, as much
as these conditions have stressed income statements in the
immediate term, they have also presented new long term
growth opportunities.
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Increased Share of Wallet Promotes Loyalty
In 2007, Bancography mined more than 15,000 customer
interviews from its numerous Service, Satisfaction and
Loyalty (SS&L) programs. Consumer and business
respondents were asked how many secondary institutions
they utilized to meet their banking needs. The simple
average allows the institution to gauge how well it is
obtaining the customer’s full relationship or share of wallet.
Averages between clients varied widely, but the mean
number of additional institutions used was 1.3 for consumers
and 1.5 for businesses. This difference was statistically
significant, implying businesses employ more institutions
than consumers.

Other findings corroborate loyalty and cross-sell moving
in lockstep. Product bundling is an excellent way to
mitigate attrition and customer use of ancillary providers
while building loyalty. Next-most-likely-product purchase
modeling can also aid in needs-based selling to improve
satisfaction and loyalty.

Three major measures emerged from the underlying SS&L
study data.

•

The Brand Index includes questions evaluating
satisfaction and loyalty of the brand.

•

The Branch Index corresponds to the attributes
measuring branch-level service quality.

• Problem Occurrence reflects the percentage of

respondents who experienced a perceived problem or
error presumably created by the institution.

The three measures are plotted in the chart below. As the
number of institutions utilized increased, satisfaction and
loyalty to the brand tumbled and the occurrence of problems
or errors rose. This relationship was more dramatic for
businesses, as illustrated by the severe downward sloping
trend line. Interestingly, branch-level service quality did not
vary for either line of business as the number of institutions
utilized increased.

Is Your Tagline Working Hard or Hardly Working?
We live in a sound bite world. Thousands of messages
delivered through hundreds of different vehicles bombard
our daily lives and compete for our attention. Our
brains are overloaded. As a financial services executive,
you should be concerned. Consider all those precious
marketing dollars you spend, trying to increase your
client base.
Couple this noisy static with the evolving of the financial
services world into a commoditized marketplace, and you
might begin to wonder how you’re ever going to separate
your institution from the fray.

Well, it starts with a well-defined brand; a brand that
differentiates itself from the competition with a clear
positioning that captures the culture, heritage and
distinction of the institution.
But, the branding exercise doesn’t end with the positioning.
Once developed, that positioning should be translated
across all of your client contact points in a relevant and
consistent manner. Your marketing, advertising, signage,
in-branch experience, even the way your associates answer
the phone and speak to clients, should all embrace the
language of your brand.
continued on page 2

Slowing Economy Presents Opportunity for Branch Expansion
The slowing economy, the subprime lending crisis, and
widespread earnings declines have caused many institutions
to delay planned branch expansion programs. Interviews
with bankers in regions across the U.S. confirm that
reductions in 2008 – 2009 planned branch openings of 30%
– 50% are common throughout the industry.
While such reductions may be necessary for selected
institutions that have suffered severe erosions in their
capital positions, for most institutions the current economic
slowdown presents great opportunities for branch expansion.
There are several reasons why today’s climate indicates a
heightened urgency for branch site acquisition.

your institution can capture a great deal relative to recent
price levels.
The slowing housing and construction sectors have idled
many contractors, causing building costs to moderate. Just as
the slowing economy has stalled land sales, it has also stalled
new construction. The building industry is as susceptible to
the laws of supply and demand as any, and idled contractors
will bid aggressively for scarce construction opportunities.

Land purchases do not affect the asset base or the earnings
of the institution. Remember, the transaction to purchase
property is a simple asset-to-asset shift on the balance sheet,
from cash to fixed assets. Though there is an opportunity
cost of the capital tied up in the land, the actual purchase of
a non-depreciating asset has no impact on current earnings
or total assets. So, planned land purchases should only
be deferred if your institution has reached a severe capital
adequacy problem.

With lead times between land contracts and branch openings
exceeding one year in many cases, the economy could
be back in a growth mode by the time projects started
now come on line. In many municipalities, the zoning,
permitting, environmental and other pre-construction
processes are so complex that they add six months to
project timeframes. If the process from letter of intent to
grand opening takes 12 – 18 months, then the economy
could be well on its way to rebounding by the time today’s
land purchases open as branches. And the institution that
already has new branches in place will be better positioned
to capitalize on the recovery than one just beginning to
expand again.

The slowing activity in the real estate sector has greatly
reduced land costs, even for prime outparcels. With the
slowing economy scaring both institutions and other retailers
away from immediate purchases, and some developers
caught in illiquid positions due to their own business
environments, the price of outparcels in some major metros
has dropped precipitously. This creates an opportunity to
bring aggressively low bids to landowners to see whether

Just because you buy it doesn’t mean you have to build it.
Even if your institution’s current earnings level prohibits
it from taking on the non-interest expense burden of a new
branch, it would still be wise to purchase prime properties
while prices remain favorable. Your institution can
then hold the property in ‘land bank’ status until income
rebounds sufficiently to allow the temporary earnings
dilution a new branch will bring.
continued on page 4

Is Your Tagline Working Hard or Hardly Working?
And while the language of your brand can be robust, there
needs to be a summation line that quickly and succinctly
expresses your positioning. Better known as a tagline, this
expression must break through the clutter, communicate
your differentiation, be memorable and be forever attached
to the name of your organization. The tagline is the
hardest-working collection of words that should give you
that “aha” moment every time you see or hear it.
Sadly, most businesses do a poor job of communicating
their identities by using meaningless phrases as taglines.
For some reason, it seems even more rampant with financial
services providers. Generic phrases abound. Most are
interchangeable. Few are memorable.
Where does your tagline fall? Is it a hard-working
expression of your brand or is it hardly working, taking
up valuable real estate next to your logo? Let’s find out
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by taking the test. Grab one of your ads or brochures
and cover up the logo. Can you identify your brand’s
differentiation by the tagline? Maybe you can, but then
again maybe you’re too close to the situation. Try it with
your competitors. Try it with retailers. Now look at
yours again.
Your tagline is your sound bite. When you’re marketing to
non-clients, then your tagline is all you can expect them to
remember. Don’t think that some generic “we care about
you” expression is going to separate your organization
from the noise. A message like that is hardly working.
The Bancography Brand Mapsm, a process that delivers
an effective and distinctive positioning for your brand, can
get your brand back on track. For more information about
Bancography’s Brand Strategy services, contact John
Mathes at (770) 360-5710 or john@bancography.com.

How To Develop a Retail Staffing Model
The concept of developing a model to right-size retail
branch staffing may not enlighten any tenured banker.
However, the large number of start-up banks and branch
expansions indicates opportune circumstances for creation,
or at least reexamination, of staffing models. Most financial
institutions have built at least one to two branches over the
past few years, with some building many more. Customers
will benefit from the addition of a staffing model, because
the optimal number of people will be manning the branch at
any given time. The institution will benefit from the staffing
model, because this exercise will help minimize turnover
and control non-interest expense. Implementing a staffing
model involves four initial steps:
Step 1 – Executive sponsorship - To ensure success,
make certain that an executive will sign on as the primary
sponsor of the initiative. The executive sponsor should then
determine an internal owner and assign other resources to
aid the owner in the development and implementation of
the process. The executive and the owner should develop a
project timeline.
Step 2 – Human Resources - Human Resources along
with Branch Administration should create and/or update
job descriptions for each position, performance appraisals,
incentive plans, and a career path (including training
curriculum). All of these aspects of job creation should
mirror and/or complement one another for consistency and
to minimize turnover.
Step 3 – Develop the model - Determining the appropriate
FTE (full-time equivalent) levels by position for each branch
is the most complex and time consuming phase. Begin
by creating the staffing methodology using benchmarks
for each retail position.(See tables at right.) Next, gather
the required data to use in the model such as the current
FTEs by position at each branch, branch attributes, teller
transactions (by day by hour if available), total loans and
deposits, etc. Using benchmarks and combining them
with the individual branch data will determine the gaps by
position that need to be addressed.
Step 4 – Implementation – The executive sponsor should
communicate the model in a formal setting to all levels
of retail management and allow them the opportunity to
discuss the model openly and ask questions. Individual
region and branch management should meet to discuss
the gaps by position and determine necessary actions.
Remember to document the agreed-upon staffing changes,
assign target dates, assign a responsible party, and track the
amount of monthly savings/expenses that will occur because
of the change. Give the changes some time to occur and

be flexible, as situations will arise that cause target dates
to be extended. Request an update on each action at least
quarterly until all agreed changes have occurred. Re-run
the model either annually or semi-annually to maintain
consistent control. A monthly model is time consuming and
can have a negative impact on management.
The benchmarks below represent industry norms but
can provide a starting point for implementing models at
your institution. Contact Jamie Eads at (205) 254-3255
or jamie@bancography.com for more information about
branch staffing.
Platform Staffing Benchmarks:
Position
Manager

Assistant Manager
Sales and
Services
Representative

# of FTEs

Adjustments

1 FTE per branch

One Manager per two branches if less
than two miles apart or one branch is a
limited-service facility.

1 FTE per 7-10 FTEs

Can omit in a small branch or combine
with sales & service responsibilities.
If the branch’s total deposits are greater
than $20M, then the FTE calculation
should be:
1 FTE + (Total Deposits / $75M)

Minimum of 1 FTE

NOTE: The benchmark of $75M
represents the maximum that 1 FTE
can service.

4.
Teller Staffing Benchmarks:
Position
Tellers

Head Tellers

# of FTEs

Average monthly branch
transactions / (Total branch
hours per week x 4.33) /
31.25** OR
Same calculation for both
lobby and drive-in separately
(Add results together for total
FTEs required)***
OR
Minimum of 2.725 total Teller
FTEs (including Head Teller)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Adjustments

Add 1.00 FTE for detached drive-in
Add 0.40 FTE for remote drive-in
Subtract 0.30 FTE per Teller Cash
Dispenser
Subtract 0.60 FTE per Teller Cash
Recycler
Add 0.12 FTE if ATM accepts
deposits and are processed by
tellers
Add 0.07 FTE if tellers cash balance
the ATM
Add .475 if less than 3.0 Teller FTEs
Add .725 if 4-6 Teller FTEs
Add 1.0 if 7 or more Teller FTEs

*4.33 = Average weeks per month
**31.25 = Lobby transactions per hour per day
***Use the benchmark of 35 drive-in transactions per hour per day

Note: The above calculations will yield overall staffing
levels. A more precise analysis of teller transaction volumes
by hour by day can extend the model to a full scheduling
model. The Sales and Service Representative model can also
be expanded to incorporate annual sales goals in addition to
using the deposit equivalent. However, this requires greater
data availability and represents an advanced step after an
institution has implemented its base staffing model.

Slowing Economy Presents Opportunity for Branch Expansion
The slowing economy, the subprime lending crisis, and
widespread earnings declines have caused many institutions
to delay planned branch expansion programs. Interviews
with bankers in regions across the U.S. confirm that
reductions in 2008 – 2009 planned branch openings of 30%
– 50% are common throughout the industry.
While such reductions may be necessary for selected
institutions that have suffered severe erosions in their
capital positions, for most institutions the current economic
slowdown presents great opportunities for branch expansion.
There are several reasons why today’s climate indicates a
heightened urgency for branch site acquisition.

your institution can capture a great deal relative to recent
price levels.
The slowing housing and construction sectors have idled
many contractors, causing building costs to moderate. Just as
the slowing economy has stalled land sales, it has also stalled
new construction. The building industry is as susceptible to
the laws of supply and demand as any, and idled contractors
will bid aggressively for scarce construction opportunities.

Land purchases do not affect the asset base or the earnings
of the institution. Remember, the transaction to purchase
property is a simple asset-to-asset shift on the balance sheet,
from cash to fixed assets. Though there is an opportunity
cost of the capital tied up in the land, the actual purchase of
a non-depreciating asset has no impact on current earnings
or total assets. So, planned land purchases should only
be deferred if your institution has reached a severe capital
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With lead times between land contracts and branchopenings
exceeding one year in many cases, the economy could
be back in a growth mode by the time projects started
now come on line. In many municipalities, the zoning,
permitting, environmental and other pre-construction
processes are so complex that they add six months to
project timeframes. If the process from letter of intent to
grand opening takes 12 – 18 months, then the economy
could be well on its way to rebounding by the time today’s
land purchases open as branches. And the institution that
already has new branches in place will be better positioned
to capitalize on the recovery than one just beginning to
expand again.

The slowing activity in the real estate sector has greatly
reduced land costs, even for prime outparcels. With the
slowing economy scaring both institutions and other retailers
away from immediate purchases, and some developers
caught in illiquid positions due to their own business
environments, the price of outparcels in some major metros
has dropped precipitously. This creates an opportunity to
bring aggressively low bids to landowners to see whether

Just because you buy it doesn’t mean you have to build it.
Even if your institution’s current earnings level prohibits
it from taking on the non-interest expense burden of a new
branch, it would still be wise to purchase prime properties
while prices remain favorable. Your institution can
then hold the property in ‘land bank’ status until income
rebounds sufficiently to allow the temporary earnings
dilution a new branch will bring.
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Is Your Tagline Working Hard or Hardly Working?
And while the language of your brand can be robust, there
needs to be a summation line that quickly and succinctly
expresses your positioning. Better known as a tagline, this
expression must break through the clutter, communicate
your differentiation, be memorable and be forever attached
to the name of your organization. The tagline is the
hardest-working collection of words that should give you
that “aha” moment every time you see or hear it.
Sadly, most businesses do a poor job of communicating
their identities by using meaningless phrases as taglines.
For some reason, it seems even more rampant with financial
services providers. Generic phrases abound. Most are
interchangeable. Few are memorable.
Where does your tagline fall? Is it a hard-working
expression of your brand or is it hardly working, taking
up valuable real estate next to your logo? Let’s find out
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by taking the test. Grab one of your ads or brochures
and cover up the logo. Can you identify your brand’s
differentiation by the tagline? Maybe you can, but then
again maybe you’re too close to the situation. Try it with
your competitors. Try it with retailers. Now look at
yours again.
Your tagline is your sound bite. When you’re marketing to
non-clients, then your tagline is all you can expect them to
remember. Don’t think that some generic “we care about
you” expression is going to separate your organization
from the noise. A message like that is hardly working.
The Bancography Brand Mapsm, a process that delivers
an effective and distinctive positioning for your brand, can
get your brand back on track. For more information about
Bancography’s Brand Strategy services, contact John
Mathes at (770) 360-5710 or john@bancography.com.

How To Develop a Retail Staffing Model
The concept of developing a model to right-size retail
branch staffing may not enlighten any tenured banker.
However, the large number of start-up banks and branch
expansions indicates opportune circumstances for creation,
or at least reexamination, of staffing models. Most financial
institutions have built at least one to two branches over the
past few years, with some building many more. Customers
will benefit from the addition of a staffing model, because
the optimal number of people will be manning the branch at
any given time. The institution will benefit from the staffing
model, because this exercise will help minimize turnover
and control non-interest expense. Implementing a staffing
model involves four initial steps:
Step 1 – Executive sponsorship - To ensure success,
make certain that an executive will sign on as the primary
sponsor of the initiative. The executive sponsor should then
determine an internal owner and assign other resources to
aid the owner in the development and implementation of
the process. The executive and the owner should develop a
project timeline.
Step 2 – Human Resources - Human Resources along
with Branch Administration should create and/or update
job descriptions for each position, performance appraisals,
incentive plans, and a career path (including training
curriculum). All of these aspects of job creation should
mirror and/or complement one another for consistency and
to minimize turnover.
Step 3 – Develop the model - Determining the appropriate
FTE (full-time equivalent) levels by position for each branch
is the most complex and time consuming phase. Begin
by creating the staffing methodology using benchmarks
for each retail position.(See tables at right.) Next, gather
the required data to use in the model such as the current
FTEs by position at each branch, branch attributes, teller
transactions (by day by hour if available), total loans and
deposits, etc. Using benchmarks and combining them
with the individual branch data will determine the gaps by
position that need to be addressed.
Step 4 – Implementation – The executive sponsor should
communicate the model in a formal setting to all levels
of retail management and allow them the opportunity to
discuss the model openly and ask questions. Individual
region and branch management should meet to discuss
the gaps by position and determine necessary actions.
Remember to document the agreed-upon staffing changes,
assign target dates, assign a responsible party, and track the
amount of monthly savings/expenses that will occur because
of the change. Give the changes some time to occur and

be flexible, as situations will arise that cause target dates
to be extended. Request an update on each action at least
quarterly until all agreed changes have occurred. Re-run
the model either annually or semi-annually to maintain
consistent control. A monthly model is time consuming and
can have a negative impact on management.
The benchmarks below represent industry norms but
can provide a starting point for implementing models at
your institution. Contact Jamie Eads at (205) 254-3255
or jamie@bancography.com for more information about
branch staffing.
Platform Staffing Benchmarks:
Position
Manager

Assistant Manager
Sales and
Services
Representative

# of FTEs

Adjustments

1 FTE per branch

One Manager per two branches if less
than two miles apart or one branch is a
limited-service facility.

1 FTE per 7-10 FTEs

Can omit in a small branch or combine
with sales & service responsibilities.
If the branch’s total deposits are greater
than $20M, then the FTE calculation
should be:
1 FTE + (Total Deposits / $75M)

Minimum of 1 FTE

NOTE: The benchmark of $75M
represents the maximum that 1 FTE
can service.

4.
Teller Staffing Benchmarks:
Position
Tellers

Head Tellers

# of FTEs

Average monthly branch
transactions / (Total branch
hours per week x 4.33) /
31.25** OR
Same calculation for both
lobby and drive-in separately
(Add results together for total
FTEs required)***
OR
Minimum of 2.725 total Teller
FTEs (including Head Teller)

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Adjustments

Add 1.00 FTE for detached drive-in
Add 0.40 FTE for remote drive-in
Subtract 0.30 FTE per Teller Cash
Dispenser
Subtract 0.60 FTE per Teller Cash
Recycler
Add 0.12 FTE if ATM accepts
deposits and are processed by
tellers
Add 0.07 FTE if tellers cash balance
the ATM
Add .475 if less than 3.0 Teller FTEs
Add .725 if 4-6 Teller FTEs
Add 1.0 if 7 or more Teller FTEs

*4.33 = Average weeks per month
**31.25 = Lobby transactions per hour per day
***Use the benchmark of 35 drive-in transactions per hour per day

Note: The above calculations will yield overall staffing
levels. A more precise analysis of teller transaction volumes
by hour by day can extend the model to a full scheduling
model. The Sales and Service Representative model can also
be expanded to incorporate annual sales goals in addition to
using the deposit equivalent. However, this requires greater
data availability and represents an advanced step after an
institution has implemented its base staffing model.
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institutions have added branches that most branching just
kept your institution even with the competitors. But now,
as competitors defer expansion plans, any branches your
institution can add will create a distinct competitive advantage
and leave it better positioned than your rivals, when the
economy recovers.
The economic and financial environment has certainly
brought troubles to banks, thrifts, and credit unions of all
sizes and in all regions of the country. However, as much
as these conditions have stressed income statements in the
immediate term, they have also presented new long term
growth opportunities.
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Increased Share of Wallet Promotes Loyalty
In 2007, Bancography mined more than 15,000 customer
interviews from its numerous Service, Satisfaction and
Loyalty (SS&L) programs. Consumer and business
respondents were asked how many secondary institutions
they utilized to meet their banking needs. The simple
average allows the institution to gauge how well it is
obtaining the customer’s full relationship or share of wallet.
Averages between clients varied widely, but the mean
number of additional institutions used was 1.3 for consumers
and 1.5 for businesses. This difference was statistically
significant, implying businesses employ more institutions
than consumers.

Other findings corroborate loyalty and cross-sell moving
in lockstep. Product bundling is an excellent way to
mitigate attrition and customer use of ancillary providers
while building loyalty. Next-most-likely-product purchase
modeling can also aid in needs-based selling to improve
satisfaction and loyalty.

Three major measures emerged from the underlying SS&L
study data.

•

The Brand Index includes questions evaluating
satisfaction and loyalty of the brand.

•

The Branch Index corresponds to the attributes
measuring branch-level service quality.

• Problem Occurrence reflects the percentage of

respondents who experienced a perceived problem or
error presumably created by the institution.

The three measures are plotted in the chart below. As the
number of institutions utilized increased, satisfaction and
loyalty to the brand tumbled and the occurrence of problems
or errors rose. This relationship was more dramatic for
businesses, as illustrated by the severe downward sloping
trend line. Interestingly, branch-level service quality did not
vary for either line of business as the number of institutions
utilized increased.

Is Your Tagline Working Hard or Hardly Working?
We live in a sound bite world. Thousands of messages
delivered through hundreds of different vehicles bombard
our daily lives and compete for our attention. Our
brains are overloaded. As a financial services executive,
you should be concerned. Consider all those precious
marketing dollars you spend, trying to increase your
client base.
Couple this noisy static with the evolving of the financial
services world into a commoditized marketplace, and you
might begin to wonder how you’re ever going to separate
your institution from the fray.

Well, it starts with a well-defined brand; a brand that
differentiates itself from the competition with a clear
positioning that captures the culture, heritage and
distinction of the institution.
But, the branding exercise doesn’t end with the positioning.
Once developed, that positioning should be translated
across all of your client contact points in a relevant and
consistent manner. Your marketing, advertising, signage,
in-branch experience, even the way your associates answer
the phone and speak to clients, should all embrace the
language of your brand.
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